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WORKSHOP 1. SOCIAL MEDIA AND YOUTH 

Chair Lotta Häkkinen, Finland Futures Research Centre, University of Turku 
Time:   Wednesday 6th June at 14.45-15.45 [Parallel Sessions A]  
Venue:  Lecture Room 3 
 
 
Unmanageable youth - Strategies for engagement with young media consumers 
 
 
Lotta Häkkinen 
University of Turku, Finland 
lotta.hakkinen@utu.fi 
 
Nina Kivinen 
Åbo Akademi University, Finland 
nina.kivinen@abo.fi 
 
 
Producing media content for and with young people is linked to different mobilities (cf. Urry, 2007). 
We even assume that the young move more quickly then the rest of us, as they more explicitly are 
subjects in the making, or nomadic subjects (Braidotti, 1994; Braidotti, 2006). Teenagers struggle 
with the balance of being unique but also to fit in, which means that something which is in today 
might be out by next morning. Increasingly, working with media content means to work with 
different mobile technologies such as the internet, twitter and facebook. The ways in which media 
consumers  interact  with  content  providers  has  in  a  few short  years  dramatically  changed  the  work  
practices of journalist and editors, making their work more mobile and in different ways challenging 
both their ethics and professionalism. These changes in practices will be even more dramatic already 
in the near future. 
 
In  an  ongoing  study  of  the  editorial  office  as  well  as  the  online  life  of  a  monthly  published  youth  
magazine,  rather  than  embracing  the  proximity  and  mobility  of  the  young  readers,  what  we  are  
seeing are different strategies of trying to keep the youth at bay. The editorial office is defended 
almost like a fortress against the mobile youth. Any direct engagement needs to be made in a space 
and time set by the media content providers. But at the same time, in their very active online forum, 
the youth are almost able to control their own space. And therefore, this is a space the journalists 
only dare enter to explore, not to engage. 
In  this  paper  we will  discuss  the  (futile)  attempts  made by  the  staff  of  the  editorial  office  control  
their engagement with their readers in order to control their work, the media brand and themselves. 
For  the  staff  it  seems  important  to  be  the  other  of  the  young  their  write  for,  and  a  very  specific  
other at that. The other that is knowledgeable but does not lecture like a mother, the other that is 
always there for you, but only on their own terms. What is it with the young that is so dangerous and 
does social media make them even more dangerous? 
 
This paper will be presented with the help of a slide show, material from online discussions, images, 
photographs and the magazine itself. 

… 
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“Now, you put it to sleep.” “I do what…?!” The empowering effect of ICT in teenagers’ 
everyday lives. 
 
 
Kate ina Gillárová 
Department  of  Sociology,  Institute  of  Sociological  Studies,  Faculty  of  Social  Sciences,  Charles  
University in Prague 
katerina.gillarova@gmail.com 
 
 
Digital natives, tech--savvy or net generation: these are popular expressions used both in academic 
and lay discourse to signify the generation of young people born into societies with high internet 
penetration.  This  labeling,  embedded  in  the  politics  of  knowledge  economy,  is  a  result  of  wild  
innovations of information communication technologies (ICT) shaping the social processes in the last 
two decades. But what is behind this one-- sided technologically determined image of youngsters?  

In  my  paper,  I  will  present  several  findings  of  my  PhD  research  project  “The  role  of  ICT  in  the  
communication practices of the social group of teenagers”. This project aims to bring in a rich data--
based description of youngsters’ engagement with ICT. This should specify future directions for the 
study of youth and ICT usage and the development of ICT conception and function in education.  

Core theoretical frameworks that mutually overlap in my project are youth, technology and change, 
and social group. To describe teens’ sociotechnical practices in the context of social group I take the 
perspectives of social shaping and domestication. The outline of my paper will be: 1. Methodology; 2. 
Key  findings  –  2.  1  Teenagers:  general  usage  of  ICT,  2.  2  Teenagers:  specific  usage  of  ICT  in  given  
microsystems;  3.  Conclusion  and  discussion  –  implications  for  the  future  ICT  research  and  
development.  

For almost two years, I have been studying the role of ICT in communication practices of two Czech 
social  groups  of  15–19  years  old  students.  I  have  approached  them  semi-ethnographically  using  
qualitative methodological kit consisting of focus group, in--depth interview, on--line observation, 
media and photo diary elicitation and also quantitative questionnaire. I have observed the problem in 
all the participants’ microsystems – school, home and peer group. 

Both school and home microsystems saturate teenagers with more and more access to once absent or 
shared ICT, especially digital mobile and internet communication tools. The relationship to and with 
these ICT can be described as proactive in the way young people utilize the technologies they seek 
and  can  find  an  access  to;  and  also  reflexive  because  it  concerns  functionality  and  the  social  
compatibility  among  all  the  main  microsystems.  The  key  aspects  of  the  participants’  ICT  usage  are  
the nurturing and strengthening of friendship – from school or leisure time activities outside of 
school,  or  the  leisure  time  activity  institution.  ICT  seems  to  function  as  a  facilitator  of  social  
interaction within the peer group.  

Keywords: information communication technologies, teenagers, empowerment, qualitative research, 
case study 
 

… 
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Youth Online: Anonymity, Peer Interaction and Linked Subjectivity in Social Media 
 
 
Teo Keipi 
Researcher, School of Soc. Sci. and Humanities (Social psychology), University of Tampere, Finland 
teo.keipi@uta.fi 
 
Atte Oksanen  
Senior researcher, Docent, Dr. Soc. Sci. M.A., Youth Research Network, Finland 
atte.oksanen@nuorisotutkimus.fi 

 
The rapid development of the Internet has changed patterns of social interaction throughout the 
Western world. Social media (e.g. Facebook and Google+) has been prevalent in the introduction of 
online network building and anonymous or semi-anonymous interaction to the lives of today’s youth. 
Young  people  today  are  more  self-networking  than  ever  before,  through  this  new capacity  toward  
online relational frameworks along with instant access to previously unknowable users across the 
world. Here, online anonymity occurs on a continuum, with various degrees of anonymity in different 
interactional  contexts,  from visual  anonymity  to  full  anonymity.  The  culture  of  peer  interaction  is  
shifting with this new technological efficiency, enhanced by the effects of anonymity. The how and 
why  are  of  central  concern  in  this  paper,  here  illuminated  by  the  viewpoints  and  analyses  of  the  
youths themselves. 

The data collected is made up of student essays (n=92, ages 14-15), providing information concerning 
specific interpersonal situations where anonymity has played a defining role in affecting behavior, 
along with youth analysis and conceptions of the behavioral components therein. The data will shed 
light on the analysis of various social implications of anonymity for youth. As youth increasingly 
explore anonymous relationships, an acquaintance effect can begin to emerge, causing youth to more 
readily accept weak social ties as strong ones. This can bring about an overly optimistic trust based 
on shared identity aspects in the anonymous setting by way of an oversimplification of an individual 
to a set of values or opinions, thus bringing about a convergence of weak social ties with traditionally 
strong social ties as relationships move from concrete face to face interaction toward the anonymous 
stage, potentially increasing the effects of the imagined and assumed components of interaction. The 
feedback  loops  of  traditional  interaction  are  weakened by,  for  example,  visual  anonymity,  causing  
behavioral patterns to affect the way decision-making, relationship building and information 
processing are carried out. 

Youth today hold the freedom to choose anonymity online in high regard, bringing about a 
phenomenon of status quo entitlement when it comes to the expression of oneself online; the 
internet as a expressive platform for one’s thoughts and opinions combined with a sense of a captive 
audience  have  become,  in  a  sense,  an  assumed right  by  those  who  have  not  known a  social  world  
without  such  capability.  These  components  interact  on  a  stage  that  is  seen  by  youth  as  amplifying  
both social highs and lows through a liberally reactionary arena. Considering these realities of today’s 
online world, an accurate understanding of the future of social interaction requires an understanding 
of anonymity’s effects on youth in social media. 

Keywords: Youth, Internet, Anonymity, Future socialization, Behavioral trends 

… 
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Imagining the future through social media as a tool for social innovation. A comparative 
and social-network based case study between young students from Finland and Spain. 
 
 
Mario Guillo 
Research Associate at University of Alicante, Spain 
mario.guillo@ua.es 
 
Carsten Claus 
PhD candidate at Leuphana University Lueneburg, Germany 
carsten.claus@gmx.com 
 
 
As  many  futurists  have  argued,  images  of  the  future  have  a  crucial  role  to  play  in  societal  
development. At individual level, the understanding of people’s hopes, fears and expectations about 
the  future  become  important  not  only  for  determining  how  they  look  at  the  future,  but  also  for  
understanding their present actions. At social level, sharing these images and understanding one’s 
position as part of a community is also crucial for the development of a shared vision of the future. In 
this task of building the society of the future, young people should be one of the main actors, and 
thus investigating their images of the future will have significant implications. 
 
This paper presents the results of a comparative study of images of the future in youngsters from two 
different  countries  in  Europe:  Spain  and  Finland.  The  survey  of  two  groups  of  university  students  –
from 
both  countries-  tries  to  look  into  identified  cultural  values  and  the  message  sources  that  can  
influence  the  way  we look  at  the  future,  assuming  that  the  way  we look  at  the  future  depends  on  
factors like our cultural background or the access to information. 
 
The importance of this project, that has been developed using the web platform Fahrenheit212.org, 
a pilot project funded by FECYT (Spanish Foundation for Science and Technology), rests on the idea 
that communication and exchange of information about images of the future through social networks 
will empower new generations for facing the challenge of building a desired future. 
 
Keywords: Images of the Future, Social Media, Cultural Aspects, Social Innovation, Creativity. 
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WORKSHOP 2. YOUTH AND EDUCATION 

Chair: Sari Söderlund, Finland Futures Academy, University of Turku 
Time:    Wednesday 6th June at 14.45-15.45 
Venue:  Lecture Room 2  

 
 
Youth’s Role in Building the Future through Education 
 
 
Vanessa Juwita and Hendro Wijaya Gotama 
University of Indonesia 
hendro.wijaya@hotmail.com 
 
As a developing country, Indonesia is still left behind, especially for the education. Inspired by the 
conference’s theme, we want to present our thoughts of how Indonesian youth could also build this 
nation’s future through this paper. 
There are 3 parts in this paper, which are introduction, case study, and ideas. In the introduction, we 
discuss about youth’s role in building the future through education. We believe that the future starts 
from today, not tomorrow. Youth, as the successors of future’s world, have two roles in building the 
future. Firstly, they have responsibilities to learn and improve their skills today in order to be better 
leaders in the future. Secondly, youth also have responsibilities to contribute something to society, 
not only fulfilling their needs. Indonesian government’s concern of the first role above is facilitated 
in a program called ‘Wajib Belajar 9 tahun’. This program obligates children to attend school for at 
least  9  years,  from Elementary  School  until  Junior  High  School.  In  the  case  study,  we provide  the  
data  of  how literacy  rate  in  Indonesia  had  increased  after  the  program held.  As  mentioned  in  the  
second role, youth are required to give a positive impact to their nation. Young people tend to have 
more  ideas,  but  when  there’s  nothing  could  accommodate  them,  it  can  give  a  bad  impact  for  the  
nation. Seeing this, there are many Indonesian youth tried to deliver their innovation and creativity 
through some educational programs. There are many youth movements in Indonesia regarding 
educational issue nowadays, such as “Indonesia Mengajar” and “Master”. They contribute directly by 
teaching young children in the poor and very low education areas. We intend to share what they are 
doing through these movements in our paper. 
 
If accepted, we will present our paper based on the paper’s outline. First, there’ll be an introduction 
of  youth’s  roles  in  building  the  future.  Then,  we will  show videos  and  charts  showing  how lack  of  
education  Indonesian  children  used  to  be  for  the  case  study.  Finally,  we  will  share  the  real  
contribution of Indonesian youth through “Indonesia Mengajar” and “Master” movements while 
hoping this paper could bring some lessons to the audiences. 
 
Keywords: future, leaders, education, youth movement, Indonesia 
 

… 
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The Future Is Now: Exploring New Perspectives on ESS/MAX IV through the Everdaylives 
of Skåne's Youth 
 
 
Jacob Stenberg 
Ph.D.-student, Department of Communication & Media, Lund University, Sweden 
jacob.stenberg@kom.lu.se 
 
 
Authors: 
Håkan Jönsson: Associate Professor, Department of Arts & Cultural Sciences, Lund University 
Jacob Stenberg: Ph.D.-student, Department of Communication & Media, Lund University 
Kesha Francis: MA-student, Department of Arts & Cultural Sciences, Lund University 
Karen Yip: MA-student, Department of Arts & Cultural Sciences, Lund University 
Magnus Jörgel: Business Development Manager, Department of Innovation at Region Skåne 
 
 
The Region of Skåne, situated in the South of Sweden, is currently establishing two large and unique 
research centers devoted to the study of the material sciences. The European Spallation Source (ESS) 
and MAX IV LAB are currently in a pre-construction phase (the aim is to be fully operational by 2015 
and 2025 respectively) and Skåne is dedicated to turning the South of Sweden into a world-leading 
region  for  the  material  and  life  sciences.  The  EU-funded  TITA-project  –  consisting  of  a  number  of  
side-projects  aiming  to  develop  regional  policies  for  the  future  of  Skåne  within  an  ESS/MAX  IV  
context – works to implement the vision Science for Society/Society for Science. During this process, 
the need for promoting inclusion of future users has been highlighted. Sweden has historically placed 
a strong emphasis on educational attainment within the material and life sciences, but is currently 
experiencing a drop in youth interest towards the very subjects within the material sciences in which 
the region seeks to excel. As a part of the TITA-project, the authors have launched an ethnographic 
investigation in order to generate insights into our youth’s attitudes towards their future in general 
and material/life sciences in particular. Together with several high schools and university students 
from  different  municipalities  within  the  region  a  set  of  visual  and  interactive  methods  has  been  
applied, aiming to deliver practical ideas for including youth’s perspectives when building a future-
oriented  science  region  and  designing  regional  policies.  The  purpose  of  our  study  is  to  expand  
knowledge  important  for  building  a  science  region  and  to  revitalize  and  remap the  foundations  for  
the  future  users  of  ESS/MAX  IV.  According  to  our  assessment,  little  or  no  research  has  been  
conducted on youth involvement when seeking to develop a science and innovation region. The 
majority of research dealing with an upstream engagement-approach to science has dealt with the 
public as a general locus, as opposed to a particular group (in our case, youth). Our results suggest 
that (1) youth tend to see science as an imaginative process rather than an ordinary professional 
activity  guided  by  formal  rules  and  structures,  (2)  in  order  for  science  to  become  an  attractive  
alternative for future users science needs to be exposed in other environments than typical classroom 
settings  and  (3)  as  science  is  perceived  as  something  very  broad  it  is  crucial  for  regions  who  wish  
increase their future intellectual capital to anchor science to concrete yet interesting and 
imaginative activities. 
 
Keywords: future users; youth; regional development; ethnography; visual methods 
 

… 
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Education and Career Plan of Young Iranians in Finland 
 
 
Arman Haghseresht  
Finnish Youth Research Society, Finland 
arman.haghseresht@uta.fi 
 
 
In multicultural Finland, fresh generations of immigrants are born and grow up fast. Many find 
themselves living in their fatherland as Finns. Compared to their parents, they have extra obligations 
and  demands  to  the  society.  Poor  education  (UNICEF,  2005),  unemployment  (OECD SOPEMI,  2011),  
and blue collar jobs are high among Immigrant youth in Finland. 
 
My presentation covers the issues below. The goal is to examine the role of Finnish education system 
and  school  experiences  on  life,  and  education  and  career  plan  of  the  participants  as  part  of  young  
Iranians in Finland. Since the influential factors that affect those plans are similar for other young 
immigrants in Finland, it indirectly involves the future of many thousand potential fresh labour 
forces. The analysis of the data aims at answering: How the participants evaluate their education in 
Finland  through  their  life  stories,  and  why?  What  is  the  place  of  the  Finnish  education  system,  
including  the  schools,  in  the  life  stories  of  the  participants,  and  why?  How the  participants  justify  
their education and career choices in relation to Finnish schools, and why? 
 
Multiple theories and research on education (Anne Alitolppa-Niitamo, 2004) and career of ethnic 
minorities influence the study. The theoretical standpoints are acculturation (John W. Berry, 2003), 
transnational migration, and narrative explanations. The data is composed of narratives about the 
participants with especial attention to their school experiences. It employs qualitative research 
methodology. Face to face interview by use of questionnaire and active interviewing, and participant 
observation  are  the  main  methods  of  collecting  data.  It  applies  narrative  method  for  analysis  and  
presenting the data. I mention some quotes as examples. 
 
The results confirm significant failures in education and education plan of the participants. The 
shortcomings  of  the  education  system played  important  role  in  the  failures,  mainly  by  inability  to  
provide a place to belong, lack of professionalism in dealing with immigrant students and motivating 
them.  Thus,  there  are  lack  of  interest  in  higher  education  and  related  jobs,  and  interest  in  
emigrating from Finland. However, individual agency and supportive role model produce interest in 
higher  education.  To  conclude,  since  the  participants  and  their  close  social  capital  hold  a  weak  
position in controlling participants’ lives, the role of school is the most influential in producing 
interest in higher education and related careers. 
 
Keywords: education, career, future, youth, culture 
 
 

… 
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WORKSHOP 3. CASE STUDIES 

Chairs:  3a. Hanna-Kaisa Aalto, Finland Futures Academy, University of Turku 
 3b. Juha Kaskinen, Finland Futures Research Centre, University of Turku 
Time:    3a. Wednesday 6th June at 14.45-15.45 [Parallel Sessions A],  
            3b. Thursday 7th June at 13.00-14.00 [Parallel Sessions D]  
Venue:   Lecture Room 1   
 
 
3a. Wednesday 6th June at 14.45-15.45 [Parallel Sessions A] 
 
 
Where do we stand? Nicaraguan University Students and the Balance between New and Old Politics 
 
 
Hanna-Maija Pääkkönen 
PhD Student, University of Helsinki, Faculty of Humanities, Latin American Studies, Finland 
hanna-maija.paakkonen@helsinki.fi 
 
 
BACKGROUND: In this paper I address the societal situation of Nicaraguan university students. 
Nicaragua  is  a  society  in  an  ongoing  transformation:  it  is  moving  forward  with  a  leftist  government  
tightly joined to the so called “pink tide”, a recent phenomenon of Latin American politics, but at 
the  same  time  it  is  moving  backwards  with  the  rhetoric’s  and  decisions  made  by  the  same  
government based on a revolution that took place more than 30 years ago. It is also a nation of the 
young:  a  considerable  part  of  the  population  is  under  20  years  old1.  However,  the  distribution  of  
power  and  the  structures  of  the  society  do  not  correspond  with  the  demography.  The  goals  of  the  
paper  are  both  set  light  on  the  situation  of  young  people  living  and  studying  in  a  society  such  as  
Nicaragua,  and  at  the  same  time  evoke  a  methodological  question  of  how  to  study  and  theorize  
individuals and youth groups living in such society. 
 
METHOD: The paper is based on the results of the authors master thesis research, published at the 
University  of  Helsinki  in  May  2011.  Main  material  of  the  study  were  thematic  interweaves  of  
Nicaraguan university students. The research was conducted in Nicaragua during 2009-2011. 
 
RESULTS: The opportunities provided by the social media networks and rapidly travelling news have 
reached  the  Nicaraguan  adolescents.  However,  the  society  does  not  allow  them  to  pursue  the  
opportunities shown by the world. The university students interweaved for the research are trying to 
find new ways to get their voice heard, balancing between new and old politics, as well as between 
individual.  UNESCO  statistics  of  2007  estimate  that  34  %  of  the  Nicaraguan  population  was  aged  
between 4-14 years. and collective forms of social organization. The models, theories and hypothesis 
we  are  accustomed  to  use  when  talking  about  the  youth  of  the  information  era  do  not  apply  in  
Nicaragua. 
 
CONCLUSIONS: Nicaraguan university students find their selves in an “in-between” situation; all the 
imaginable  opportunities  are  shown to  them,  but  the  society  does  not  give  them the  resources  to  
pursue them. We need a new, more comprehensive approach to study and theorize the lives of young 
people living in societies such as Nicaragua. 
 
PRESENTATION OUTLINE: the paper is planned to be presented in a communicational way, through 
conversation with the audience. The goal would be to evoke ideas, comments and vivid conversation 
of the issues presented in the paper. 

… 
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Future through the Eyes of Younger Generations 
 
 
Mei-Mei Song 
Assistant Professor, Graduate Institute of Futures Studies, Tamkang University, Taiwan 
song@mail.tku.edu.tw 
 
 
Younger generations today are confronted with challenges never faced by previous generations 
before  –  the  halt  of  economic  growth,  the  collapse  of  the  environment,  the  re-organization  of  the  
world’s  economic  and  political  orders,  the  changes  brought  upon  by  fast-developing  technology,  to  
name a few. These transformations often fundamentally defy the values and priority established by 
the old wisdom. Younger generations can no longer succeed (or survive) by simply following the old 
rules; but the new orders have yet to emerge.  
 
The afflicting dilemma is especially palpable in Confucius societies such as Taiwan, which have 
emphasized in the importance of a patriarchy- and hierarchy-based tradition. Younger people in 
these  societies  are  often  raised  to  follow a  clear  set  of  value  systems  from the  past  but  are  now 
faced with uncertain futures – the future not promised by the old values. 
 
As  a  consequence,  this  paper  aims  to  explore  the  images  of  the  future  through  the  eyes  of  young  
adults  in  their  early  20s  in  Taiwan  at  this  junction  of  change.  The  results  will  be  derived  from in-
depth interviews with eight to ten university students regarding their hopes and fears for personal, 
local,  and  global  futures.  It  will  answer  the  following  questions  specifically:  How  do  younger  
generations see themselves with relation to the society and why; how do younger generations see the 
future and why; how do they perceive the changes taking place today and how the changes affect 
their views of the future. Conclusions and implications of the findings will follow. 
 
Keywords: image of the future, young generation, young people, youth futures 
 

... 
  
 
Comparative perspective of the Finnish and Estonian youth in the future school 
 
 
Johanna Kuivakangas  
(MA of sociology) Researcher Lecturer of NGO and Youth Work, HUMAK – University of Applied 
Sciences, Finland 
Johanna.Kuivakangas@humak.fi  
 
Urmo Reitav  
(MA of educational science) Lecturer of Youth Work, Viljandi Culture Academy, University of Tartu, 
Estonia 
Urmo.Reitav@ut.ee  
 
 
The school as an institution has and will always influence youth. In turn the school has always been 
influenced by the society, mostly by the adults. What will be the role of school in the future? How 
nowadays youth is seeing the future school? What kind of borders will be built by the adults for the 
future school and how will youth perceive them? And what’s most important - will these boarders be 
in accordance with their needs?   
 
The presentation is based on benchmarking of Finnish and Estonian youth and their opinions. The 
research included interviews with 14-year-old youth and 20-year-old youth work students. The 
comparison  of  Finnish  and  Estonian  youth’s  perspective  to  school,  leisure  time  and  well-being  is  
innovative,  because  Finland  is  a  strong  well-being  country  and  Estonia  is  a  small  developing  post-
soviet state. At first view these perspectives might be quite different. But are they? The focus is put 
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on the comparison of the school youth work models. Taking account that in Estonia the school youth 
work is well-developed and in Finland the first steps toward the school youth work have been taken.  
 
The  image  of  the  future  school  is  characterised  by  the  following  keywords:  community,  daily-life,  
communication, globalization, urbanization, participation, creativity, innovation, and well-being.  
 

… 
 
 
“Between the devil and the deep sea”: The intersectional implications of educated 
unemployed youths in India      
 
 
L N Venkataraman                                                                                                                      
Bielefeld Universität, Germany 
lnvenkataraman@gmail.com  
 

Historically, India is known for its social stratification based on ascriptive status of caste system in 
the world. The inheritance based on ascription prefers “few” at the hierarchy where they most often 
enjoy the socio-economic privileges. The intersection between caste as well as economic variables 
often  reproduces  the  “underclass”  (MacDonald  1997)  .  This  is  largely  due  to  socio-historic  
underpinnings of the country. Although, caste specific sociological depiction has been well-
established in the mainstream literature, the present paper proposes to analyse the intersectional 
aspects of caste and class dimensions. 

With this background, the current analysis of “underclass” is specifically based on the educated 
un/under-employed youths in India. As paper has been conceptually influenced by the Capability 
Approach  (Sen  1999)  ,  the  central  aim is  to  highlight  the  complex  interactions  between the  human 
agencies  and  the  social  structure.  For  this,  the  reflexive  insights  have  been  collected  from  an  
ethnographic restudy of Sripuram in south India. Sripuram, a classic sociological field-site has been 
studied by a renowned Sociologist Andre Beteille in 1960s. He conducted his sociological fieldworks 
on caste, class and power dimensions in this village. By revisiting the same village after five decades, 
the present paper attempts to analyse the caste, class and education of the youth at present.     

Based on the ethnographic fieldwork, the proposed paper thus analyses the role of education and its 
outcome across  diverse  social  groups  in  the  country.  The  sociological  analyses  from this  paper  will  
highlight the capability and functioning formations of the youths. The observations of the everyday 
interactions and coping strategies of the jobless poor in their socioeconomic spheres will thus provide 
the precious insights about both education and poverty of the youths in the country. This naturally 
has a futurological implication where there is a correspondence between the rising un / under- 
employment and the inferior educational provisioning of the Indian state. Consequently, this will 
appeal the conceptualization of the mainstream employment research in future.       

Presentation Outline: The central argument of the paper will bring out the futurological implications 
of  the  youth.  This  is  principally  based  on  the  ethnographic  reflexivity  as  well  as  the  theoretical  
insights of capability approach.     

Keywords: Youth; Intersectionality; Capability Approach; Ethnography; Futurology  

References: 
MacDonald, Robert (1997), (Ed.), Youth, the ‘underclass’ and Social Exclusion, Routledge, London. 
Sen, Amartya (1999), Development as Freedom, Oxford University Press, New Delhi. 
 

… 
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3b. Thursday 7th June at 13.00-14.00 [Parallel Sessions D] 
 
 
 
Towards Universal Access: Young positives, A Ugandan Perspective 
- Confronting the fate of Young People Living with HIV/AIDS in the face of the HIV/AIDS 
Epidemic 
 
 
Alesi Jacquelyne  
Youth Caravan 
aleja87@live.com 
 
 
Despite progress made in the fight against HIV/AIDS the complexity of HIV/AIDS is magnified among 
young people psychologically, physiologically and emotionally thus reinforcing their vulnerability to 
HIV/AIDS. 
 
Young people who constitute a critical segment of the population have not been well engaged in the 
universal access goal to reduce HIV/AIDS. The changing trends in the epidemic show significant high 
rates  among  this  vulnerable  and  yet  key  population,  with  young  people  aged  15-24  globally  
accounting for 40% of new HIV infections in 2007. Young people living in Sub-saharan Africa account 
for 61 percent of adult infections. In Uganda, young people account for 1.3% prevalence among males 
and 3.9% among females. 
 
Despite demonstrated high levels of HIV/AIDS knowledge by young positives, access to this knowledge 
is not sufficient. Young positives need to be equipped with the necessary life skills to reduce their 
vulnerability  to  HIV  infection,  such  as  the  ability  to  negotiate  condom  use  and  disclose  to  their  
partners.  
 
We must stop talking about the adolescent population as if it comprises only young people who are 
negative and must be protected against HIV. Like Uganda, large numbers of teenagers are already 
living with the virus in many countries. 
Research in social and behavioral patterns in order to capture data to understand behavioral trends 
are key. This would strengthen multiple approaches in meeting the needs of these adolescents living 
with  HIV,  both  in  prevention  and  care  programmers.  In  addition,  linkages  need  to  be  strengthened  
between service  providers  and  YPLWHA for  them to  find  it  easier  to  access  services  such  as  HCT,  
ART, condoms, safer sexual information which still remains limited overall. 
 

… 
 

 
A different tomorrow for todays youth: PERSPECTIVES FROM AN AFRICAN YOUTH 
 
 
Bertha Kalongelwa 
bkalongelwa@gmail.com 
 
 
This world in its entirety has enough resources to feed every living being, if only we can be prudent 
in our use of resources, we have enough to go around.  
 
For  us  to  have  a  different  future  it  all  has  to  change,  World  politics  have  to  change,  Socialization  
within the family set up has to change, our education systems have to change and our perspective of 
the kind of power that lies within us has to change. You cannot imagine the power that lies within a 
genuinely united human race. 
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For this sort of a future to be attained the onus lies on all the young people across the globe to say 
“ENOUGH WE ARE NOW SHIFTING THE WINDS AND SETTING THE WORLD ON A NEW COURSE”. As young 
people we need to realize that the way things are is not the way the ought to be. We also need to be 
disturbed, intolerant, angered and distressed enough to stir ourselves into action.  
 
The American youth needs to consider the African Youth as a partner in business and not a mere 
reservoir of natural resources such as minerals, the Chinese youth needs to look at an African Youth 
as a partner in global peace and justice not a mere provider of cheap labor, the Finnish youth needs 
to  recognize  that  an  African  youth  is  a  partner  in  achieving  academic  excellence  and  not  a  mere  
recipient of already established theories. An African youth needs to put aside the inferiority complex 
and stop relying on donations but instead begin to compete favorably through enterprising ventures. 
Otherwise  if  this  is  not  addressed  Africa  will  continue  to  retrogress  the  face  of  the  world  as  it  
continues to remind the world of what poverty really entails. This is a system in our past we need not 
inherit. 
 
This is not to say the youth have been completely dormant, many strides have been made by young 
people to improve and give the globe a new face. However in these strides there is a significant gap 
between the efforts of the male youth and those of a female youth.  These differences in viewpoints 
due to gender have and will continue to have long lasting repercussions on the course of the earth. If 
we leave the female youth behind all our efforts to ensure the young people begin to shape the world 
for a better future will be but in vain. 
 

… 
 
 
Challenges for Sub-Saharan African youth in a Changing world 
 
 
Mr AMELOR  Xoese 
Social Worker and Independent Researcher at “Youth Mission for the Future”, Togo   
sustainablecooperation@gmail.com 
 
 
Mahatma Gandhi  once  said:  "Poverty  is  the  worst  form of  violence."  In  Africa,  violence  over  scarce  
food  and  other  resources  has  raged  against  millions  of  vulnerable  families.  The  steepest  personal  
costs are mostly paid by children and women as elsewhere with conflicts. For many years West Africa 
has suffered grievously over conflicts the last 30 years. It has more than doubled its population and 
lost  half  its  income.  Disease  is  spreading.  School  attendance  is  dropping.  Vaccination  programs  are  
sporadic. Food security is uneven. And Africa is the only region in the world that has grown steadily 
poorer since 1970. 
 
These problems are threatening now to worsen, with climate change, droughts, overpopulation, 
trafficking in human beings and arms, an obscene scramble by governments and some businesses for 
minerals and oil-with resulting violence in places like Sudan and the DRC, Ivory Coast and growing 
food and water security problems. The full effects of the 2008/09 economic crisis on Africa are still 
unclear.  We know it  will  negatively  impact  foreign  investment  into,  and  exports  from,  virtually  all  
African countries. While the rest of the world focuses on themselves, investment available for Africa 
is  likely  to  drop.  The  developed  economies  must  not  during  the  downturn  reduce  their  official  
development assistance (ODA) to African and other developing countries. The modest UN Millennium 
Development Goals must be reached by 2015.  
 
Africans are not condemned to live under dictatorships or pale imitations of the rule of law, dignity 
and multiparty democracy. They can demand much more of authoritarian or incompetent 
governments without resorting to bloodshed. Peaceful civic resistance can lead to durable democracy 
and often has, especially in recent years. 
 
Keywords: Armed conflict; Education; Investing in African youth; Towards Better Days 
 

… 
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Assessment  of  Utilization  of  Agricultural  Information  on  Maize  Production  among  Rural  
Youth: Panacea for Sustainable Food Security in Nigeria 
 
 
Olaniyi, O.A.  and Adewale, J.G.  
Department of Agricultural Extension and Rural Development, 
Ladoke Akintola University of Technology, Nigeria 
oaolaniyi @lautech.edu.ng, akinlolu.olaniyi@gmail.com 
 
 
Rural  youth  are  actively  involved  in  agricultural  production  in  Nigeria  but  the  socioeconomic  
conditions have constrained them and they lack access to scientific and technological information 
that could enhance their production capacity. This study investigated the level of utilization of 
agricultural information on maize production among rural youth in southwest Nigeria. Structured 
interview  schedule  was  used  to  elicit  information  from  455  young  maize  crop  farmers  randomly  
selected  from  two  states  (Oyo  and  Osun  States)  in  southwest  Nigeria.  Data  were  analysed  using  
frequency counts, percentages, Mean, correlation, Chi square test and Analysis of Variance (ANOVA).  
 
The  study  revealed  that  the  most  frequently  used  sources  of  information  by  the  young  farmers  are  
radio,  parents,  fellow  farmers  and  commercial  input  dealers  and  the  most  often  use  agricultural  
information on maize production include: improved maize varieties (WMS= 3.42); selection and rate 
of chemical application for weed control (WMS = 3.30); and method of fertilizer application (WMS = 
2.50). The result of correlation analysis revealed that positive and significant relationships exits 
between  age  (r  =  0.322,  P  <  0.05),  household  size  (r  =  0.156,  P  <0.05)  and  level  of  utilization  of  
agricultural information. Conversely, there exists negative and significant relationship between farm 
size (r = -0.177, P<0.05); cosmopoliteness (r = -0.476, P < 0.05) and level of utilization of agricultural 
information. The result of Chi square analysis revealed that membership of social organization (X2 = 
5.235, P< 0.05), extension contact (X2 = 13.739, P <0.05) significantly influenced the level of 
utilisation of agricultural information on maize production. Also, the study established that 
significant differences exists in the level of utilization of agricultural information on maize 
production across the study area (F=46.14 < p=0.05).  
 
The study concluded that provision of information resource centres by the government in the rural 
areas is of paramount importance to utilization of agricultural information as it would facilitate easy 
access to agricultural information among rural youth in the study area. Hence, the availability and 
utilization of agricultural information could bring about increase in maize crop production for 
sustainable food security in Nigeria.  
 
Keywords: Agricultural, Information, Maize, Utilisation, Rural Youth 
 

… 
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WORKSHOP 4. FUTURES METHODOLOGICAL 
DEVELOPMENT 

Chair: Markus Vinnari, University of Eastern Finland 
Time:   Wednesday 6th June at 16.15-17.15 [Parallel Sessions B] 
Venue:  Lecture Room 3  
 
 
Classification of futures research methods and concepts 
 
  
Markus Vinnari 
University of Eastern Finland, Department of Geographical and Historical Studies, Finland 
markus.vinnari@uef.fi   
 
Petri Tapio 
University of Turku, Finland Futures Research Centre, Helsinki, Finland  
petri.tapio@utu.fi 
 
  
It  has  been  stated  that  futures  studies  may  be  defined  as  a  variety  of  methodological  approaches,  
which guide the user's explicit desire to produce reasoned, rational arguments about the future. 
Thus, analyzing the different methods utilized and understanding their role in forming reasoned and 
rational  arguments  about  the  future  is  very  relevant  for  the  development  of  futures  studies  as  a  
social science. As futures studies is a relatively new scientific field there is allegedly an abundance of 
methods originating from a diversity of disciplines and scholars. It has been argued that there would 
be  as  many  as  33  methods  available  in  the  field  of  futures  studies.  When  critically  examined  we  
argue  that  a)  it  is  questionable  whether  all  of  these  are  actual  methods  and  b)  clarifying  their  
position in relation to each other is needed. We categorize the methods, tools and concepts utilized 
in  futures  studies  into  five  groups:  1.  Methods  for  data  collection  (for  example  expert  methods,  
Delphi,  questionnaires),  2.  analysis  methods  (SWOT,  trend  analysis  and  cross  impact  analysis),  3.  
tools for data organization (STEEPV and futures tables), 4. tools for representing results (scenarios, 
backcasting and futures images), and 5. concepts for interpreting futures information (weak signals, 
megatrends and wild cards). We argue that futurists’ acknowledgement of this diversity of methods, 
tools  and  concepts  would  increase  the  objectivity,  transparency  and  scientific  nature  of  futures  
studies.  
 
Presentation Outline: 15 minutes of oral presentation with slides and 5 minutes for comments. Content 
of the slides is the following: title/author/affiliation (1 slide), outline (1 slide), motivation (1 slide), 
related  work  (1  slide),  results  (2  slides),  and  summary  (1  slide).  After  the  presentation  audience  is  
asked to comment the findings and this information will be gathered to redevelop the findings. 
 
Keywords: futures research, methods, futures methods 
 

… 
 

 
Interpretive Futures Inquiry 
 
 
Juhani Parhiala 
Research Assistant, University of Lapland, Faculty of Social Sciences, Finland 
jparhial@ulapland.fi 
 
Different philosophies on science frame how we conceptualize things, how we view different 
methodological choices in research, and what we regard as scientific knowledge in general. 
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Therefore, it is essential to engage conversations on different perspectives on philosophy of science 
for developing new theories and methods in futures studies. 
 
This paper aims to outline philosophical hermeneutics perspective, a form of interpretive research, 
on futures studies. While it has already been proposed as one perspective to futures studies, it seems 
that  hermeneutics  have  not  yet  rooted  to  the  research  practice,  as  most  theories  and  research  
methods of futures studies can be interpreted to be associated with positivist philosophy of science. 
To  illustrate  this,  I  first  analyze  previous  studies  conducted  on  the  controversial  concept  of  weak  
signals, and then propose a definition of them from the point of view of philosophical hermeneutics. 
In doing so, my attempt is to illustrate the differences – as well as similarities – that positivist and 
philosophical hermeneutics approaches have with each other. 
 
In general, interpretive research has been used for inquiry of cultural and social phenomena and in 
particular, for anticipating changes in these. It is suggested here, that this approach is suitable for 
studies aiming at interpreting and undesrtanding the culturally and socially fragmented reality that 
the youth of today lives on.  
 
On the first part of this paper I will present a general introduction to the features of philosophical 
hermeneutics that are relevant to futures studies. On the second part I will present the analysis of 
previous researches made on weak signals and propose a philosophical hermeneutics definition to 
them. On the last part I will discuss over the philosophical hermeneutics methodological guidelines 
for futures studies especially inquirys concerning youth culture. My aim is not to offer exclusionary 
approach to futures studies but to engage conversation on different philosophical approaches to 
futures inquiry.   
 
In the conference, I will present the paper using comic strips made by local artist who interprets the 
papers  themes,  and  draws  his  own interpretation  of  them in  to  comic  strips.  In  this  way,  abstract  
philosophical ideas and questions are tied to a more concrete form. This is also a way to demonstrate 
how  art  and  science  can  be  combined  in  a  beneficial  way  -  futures  studies  have  commonly  been  
described to be situated between art and science.  
 
Keywords: Futures studies, philosophical hermeneutics, philosophy of science, weak signals, youth 
research. 

… 
 
 

Indirect nurture as development – an example 
 
Tamás Gáspár, CSc 
Senior Research Fellow, Budapest Business School, Research Centre, Department for International, 
Trade and Logistics, Budapest, Hungary 
Gaspar.Tamas@kkfk.bgf.hu 
 
 
Nurture seems to be recognised by social sciences too (see e.g. behavioural economics). However, 
many  emphasise  that  basically  it  is  the  indirect  nurture  that  effectively  contributes  to  the  value  
transformation via enculturation and individuation. A number of methods, teaching and learning 
techniques are worked out to help youth to be joyful adults. 
 
Some years ago a colleague who deals with young children and me started a programme what we call 
‘Drawing songs’. First I just sang short poems with a guitar and she made drawings of them; however, 
later  it  turned  out  that  these  events  open  up  many  children  as  well  as  link  young  people  to  their  
parents while they create singing drawings together. By now a number of schools and kindergartens 
invite us, including institutes for disabled children to share these interactive events. I wish to report 
on the basic ideas and the results of an ‘indirect nurture method’ with photos and singing-drawing 
examples. 
 

…. 
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People-centered futures: A people-centered approach to scenario thinking 
 
 
Dr Remko van der Lugt 
Professor of co-design 
Utrecht University of Applied Sciences 
Remko.vanderlugt@hu.nl 
 
 
Introduction 
For companies and governmental organizations alike, scenario planning has become a well-known 
tool for anticipating possible future developments by trying out strategic choices in various scenarios 
(e.g.  van  der  Heijden,  2009).   However,  strategic  planners  tend  to  prefer  numbers  and  strong  
argumentation in order to substantiate the scenarios: leading to large reports with many statistics, 
charts  and  tables,  oftentimes  accompanied  by  lengthy  narratives.  The  main  problem  is  that  even  
though  these  reports  provide  impressive  argumentation,  they  do  not  help  to  create  a  clear  and  
accessible picture of the future. Scenarios remain at a medium to high level of abstraction, while the 
lower abstraction levels - the levels of context and experience of people are often neglected. And 
exactly these levels could provide a rich source for new ideas for products and services. So, to make 
future scenarios useful and inspirational for conceptual design, they need to be translated into more 
concrete, ‘living’ visions of the future.  
 
In a futures research project on the future of the highway experience, commissioned by the Dutch 
Road & Waterway authority, we attempted to achieve this, by grounding future scenarios with real 
experiences, dreams and insights from everyday people. In the design disciplines, over the past 
decades a range of methods has been developed that emphasize the user context and experience 
(see Sanders & Stappers, 2008). In this project we explored the possibility to apply these methods for 
in the field of futures research, by ‘infusing’ future scenarios with insights from user research: 
grounding the scenarios in things we saw, heard from real people in current time. We did this under 
the assumption that even though the context of experience may change dramatically – the driving 
motivations of people do not change (very much) over time. 
 
Approach 
A group of 25 participants were recruited as co-researchers. They received a research package with 
a/o interview posters, reflection booklet and a camera. They were each asked to interview four very 
different road users in their surroundings. In a workshop setting, we then together interpreted the 
interviews, created personas (see Pruitt & Adlin, 2006) to represent prototypical ‘people on the 
road’. We then explored how these personas would live and experience the road in different macro-
economic futures for Europe. Finally, we created sketches of scenes in which the various personas 
interacted. In a small group after the workshop, we developed these rough sketches into attractive 
storyboards, to share with the engineers and policy makers at the Dutch transport agency. 
 
Results – related to youth & futures 
The process resulted in rich visions of how people would live and experience different futures. The 
client  was  eager  to  bring  the  results  back  into  the  organization.  However,  engineers  at  the  Dutch  
Transport  Agency  found  it  difficult  to  use  the  storyboards  to  help  the  strategic  innovation  process.  
We attribute this to the fact that the storyboards did not have sufficient focus: it would have been 
better if the storyboards had related to the topics that related to the engineers’ design projects at 
hand. 
 
Even though this research was not directly focused on young people, a good amount of the 
interviewees  were  students.  In  the  paper  we will  focus  the  discussion  on  how especially  when  the  
focus  is  young  people,  it  is  more  useful  to  utilize  deeper  needs,  patterns  and  desires  of  people  to  
create  future  scenario  life  stories,  than  to  attempt  to  translate  current  product  use  and  practices  
into future situations. 
 

… 
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WORKSHOP 5. YOUTH EMPLOYMENT CASE STUDIES 

Chair: Juha Kaskinen, Finland Futures Research Centre, University of Turku 
Time:   Wednesday 6th June at 16.15-17.15 [Parallel Sessions B] 
Venue:  Lecture Room 2 
 
 
Young people´s participation in planning youth park 
 
 
Arja Sato-Ettala 
Bachelor of Arts, University of Turku, Cultural Production and Landscape Studies, Finland 
arja.sato-ettala@utu.fi 
 
 
This presentation is based on my master´s thesis. There I study young people´s leisure time outside 
school  time and  on  weekends.  I  also  study  their  participation  in  planning  youth  park.  My  research  
materials  are  based  on  questionnaire  for  130  pupils  in  Comprehensive  School  of  Kaarisilta  and  one  
day future workshop in the same school involved pupils from school classes 6 to 8. I had 115 answers 
from school classes from 7 to 9 from the questionnaire. 
 
In this presentation I talk about youth´s participation in planning and designing. Office of city 
planning and office of parks and greenspaces in city of Pori are planning youth park called PoriPark to 
the suburb of Pormestarinluoto. They are going to build the park around the school of Kaarisilta and 
themes are music and sports. These themes came up from both the inquiry and the future workshop. 
 
In the background is thought that if young people participate in planning their own place they are not 
likely to commit vandalism or want to destroy it. Young people also become participants in their own 
environment. Young people´s interests change quickly. Planning processes are very long and the 
young  won´t  necessarily  see  the  results  of  their  participation.  In  my  presentation  I  talk  about  how 
this participation process is proceeded so far. I have material from future workshop I can introduce in 
my presentation. 
 
Keywords: participation in society, creativity, leisure time 
 

… 
 
 
Investigating the Features of Knowledge Cities, Based on Attraction/Retention the 
Junior Knowledge Workers: Case Study: Tehran 
 
 
Farnoosh Mortazavi 
Master Candidate in Urban Management, University of Tehran 
f.mortazavi@ut.ac.ir  
 
 
*Authors: Moosa Pour Moosavi, Mohammad Abooyee Ardakan 
 
 
Among  the  different  aspects  and  dimensions  of  knowledge-based  cities,  human  capital  and  
geographical distribution of talents, has been a subject to discussion in many academic communities 
in the world. 
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This  research  has  investigated  some of  the  features  of  Tehran,  as  a  knowledge  city,  for  attraction  
and retention of junior knowledge workers.  Thorough this research, the features affected the 
attraction and retention of junior knowledge workers, were extracted of the literature and located in 
a model which introduced three concepts of amenities, tolerance and university as attraction factors. 
Also, a questionnaire including 21 urban features was designed to find the degree of importance of 
any of the knowledge city characteristics among the respondents who are the science and technology 
students. On the other hand, they were asked to score Tehran for any feature. At the end, the gap 
between Tehran score, and the ideal knowledge city of the respondents was measured by dependent 
t-test. The last part was to conclude thorough the gained statistics and to present some suggestions 
improving the current situation of Tehran in attraction and retaining the knowledge workers. 
 
Keywords: Knowledge Management, Knowledge Based Development, Knowledge (Based) City, 
Knowledge Workers, Human Capital, Creative Class 
 

… 
 
 
Youth Unemployment – A Global Problem: Context, Challenges and Issues  
 
 
Mr. Abraham A. Ogbeide 
Executive Director, Youth Enhancement Association, Gambia 
yeagfoundation@hotmail.com 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
According to International Research, it had been estimated that 88 million young women and men are 
unemployed throughout the world. Most alarming, unemployment rates among the world’s youth are 
increasing in many developing and industrialised countries. This paper seeks to analyse and address 
the challenges of global youth unemployment. 
 
THE GAMBIAN CONTEXT 
As at July 2008, the total population of the Gambia is estimated to be 1.73 million people while the 
annual  population  growth  rate  is  estimated  at  2.72%.  The  population  rate  of  the  Gambia  is  mainly  
youths with more than half (about 63.55%) is below 25 years. Unemployment rate amongst the youths 
is estimated over 40%. 
 
THE CHALLENGES OF YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT 
Unfortunately, even though the dream of a new life is an essential part of change, it can not by itself 
enable  people  to  transform their  lives  and  create  new futures.  In  recent  years,  the  issue  of  youth  
unemployment has emerged as one of the most critical challenges facing all nations. Youths without 
jobs or prospects for decent work have a cascading impact on societies. As larger numbers of youths 
are excluded from the work force, the capacity of a country to progress is weakened. For the youths, 
the inability to find quality work increases their vulnerability and feelings of uselessness, which often 
leads to personal and socially destructive behaviours.  
 
CONCLUSION 
Employers  today  value  workers’  Emotional  Quotient  (EQ),  the  mix  of  workplace  skills  that  enables  
people  to  succeed  and  progress  in  the  workplace,  more  than  their  Intelligent  Quotient  (IQ)  and  
narrow,  static  technical  skills.  Employability  is  much  more  than  simply  getting  a  job.  It  is  about  
developing critical thinking, self-managed learning, and problem-solving skills. It’s having the 
capacity  to  network  and  market  oneself,  navigate  through  a  career  and  remain  employable  
throughout life. 
 
Keywords: Employability, vocation, residual unemployment, global youths 
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Abstract  
 
 
Nimo Mohamed Muhumed 
happy_nageeye@hotmail.com 
 
 
The paper discusses the young people, for working and participating in society issues. Youth are back 
bone to the nation. They can change the future of the society with their well being and courageous 
behavior. They are here to show us that which we have not been willing to look at within ourselves. 
Unfortunately today we find the youth those who are more interested in other places which are not 
useful  to  them  as  well  as  nation.  They  choose  to  spend  their  days  doing  drugs  and  playing  video  
games. They spend their nights partying and living it up, so to speak. More and more young men of 
this  age  group  are  sitting  at  home  in  front  of  their  televisions  playing  games  all  day  instead  of  
bettering themselves or going to work. They have no vision and if they do have dreams they do not 
have the drive to make any attempt at achieving them. 
 
We  must  get  control  of  this.  We  must  motivate  our  youth.  We  must  teach  responsibility  and  goal  
setting.  I  fear  if  we  do  not  we  will  soon  be  supporting  an  entire  generation  of  homeless  and  
needlessly on welfare families. Things have to change, with our schools, 
 
For  a  long  time,  the  only  formal  position  every  young  person  held  in  society  was  that  of  young  
person. That has changed. Today, young people increasingly have more important positions, including 
that of decision- includes: 
 
•supporting disabled children and young people to have their say on Aiming High provision 
•working with Greenwich young offending services to complete a 'hear by right' assessment of young 
people's participation and co-delivering three participation projects 
•developing  a  forum  for  looked  after  children  to  have  their  say  on  the  process,  get  involved  in  
recruitment and share their experience with other looked after children, care leavers and the 
professionals who support them 
•building the skills and capacity of young people and professionals involved in the Greenwich Young 
People's  Council  and  area  youth  forums  to  make  sure  all  young  people's  voices  are  heard,  and  help  
them have a real impact on decision-making within children's services 
•helping school councils, children and adults have an influence on the whole school learning 
environment  by  helping  them to  identify  issues  that  really  matter  to  them and  suggesting  ways  to  
tackle them 
•bringing  together  children  and  young  people  from  all  of  the  above  groups  to  contribute  to  an  
inclusive and representative young people's participation structure where all feel welcome, 
comfortable and confident that their views will be respected 
•Providing strategic support, advice and training to the children's services commissioning for 
outcomes team, helping them to embed children and young people's participation in their work. 
 
 

… 
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WORKSHOP 6. GENDER AND YOUTH 

 
Chair: Nina Kivinen, Åbo Akademi University 
Time:   Wednesday 6th at 16.15-17.15 [Parallel Sessions B] 
Venue:  Lecture Room 1 
 
 
Gendered consumer practices in young people’s success stories  
 
Minna Autio, Senior lecturer                                                                                
Teija Strand, Reseacher 
Saija Katila, Senior lecturer 
Eliisa Kylkilahti, Reseacher 
Department of Economics and Management, University of Helsinki, Finland 
eliisa.kylkilahti@helsinki.fi 
 
 
Young people live among an ever-growing variety of consumption alternatives in an increasingly 
mediatised culture, growing into girls and boys and then women and men through various consumer 
practices. Designer clothes, branded goods and services, and joyful leisure time as a whole are seen 
as constitutive elements of young people’s lives. Consuming practices relating to young people’s 
appearance, travel, hobbies and free time in general are both gender-neutral and gendered. Men’s 
role  in  consumer  society  has  traditionally  been  the  provider  for  the  family,  whereas  women  have  
been given the role of the consumer and household co-manager. In our article, we examine gendered 
consumption practices. The material studied consists of the stories on getting rich quickly written by 
seventh grade students in two schools in Lapland. We used a non-active role-playing method. Young 
people were encouraged to write their future scenarios within the frame: “If I were rich...” We argue 
that  traditional  gendered  models  of  consumerism  are  still  deeply  embedded  in  Finnish  society,  
although stereotyped feminine and masculine positions are also breaking, especially among youth. 
The girls’ stories speak of consumption dreams that can be interpreted as feminine, such as beauty 
treatments and shopping, while the boys’ writings relate the significance of being athletic in the 
construction of a masculine self. Appearance concerns would seem to also include boys, while girls 
adopt traditionally male agencies by speaking of fast sports cars or investing, for example. Although 
technical objects of consumption such as scooters, mini bikes, iPods and smart phones are a part of 
the  day-to-day  life  of  both  genders,  playing  sports  or  computer  games  has  been  labelled  as  boys’  
activity. Young people also show generosity and willingness to practice charity. Wanting to help 
others  is  not  especially  gendered,  but  girls  are  more  interested  than  boys  in  the  world  outside  
Finland, including international adoption, whereas boys’ generosity is focused on those near them 
such as parents, friends and team mates. 
 
Keywords: gender, consumer, success, consumer culture, non-active role-playing method 
 

… 
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Listening or Hearing? Encouraging and valuing young women’s voices, experiences and 
opinions by making them stand on each other. 
 
 
Catherine Bateman  
YWCA Victoria, the Equality Rights Alliance and feminaust, Sal Frances Neal, Westside Circus, 
Australia 
salfrances@gmail.com 
 
 
FlyGirl is a circus based program for young women in Victoria, Australia, designed and facilitated two 
young  Australian  women  with  the  aim  of  developing  young  women  leaders  from  the  least  likely  
sources. The future of Australia is dependent on a diversity of voices and experiences and focussing 
resources on the most likely leaders robs us of exciting potential.  
 
In youth leadership development, professionals are often too interested in listening to young people 
they  relate  to  or  trust/respect  instead  of  hearing  and  valuing  the  opinions  of  a  diversity  of  young  
people. Learning to sit back and really hear what young people are experiencing is challenging and 
time consuming but the rewards far outweigh the expense. 
 
Over  three  years  collaboration,  FlyGirl  as  developed  a  two-fold  process,  firstly  by  dealing  with  
prejudices, pre-conceived notions and expectations of facilitators and not just listening to young 
women but actually hearing them. Secondly by boosting the confidence of clients and thereby gaining 
their trust to share, through physically and emotionally challenging circus activities.   
 
Teaching young people who have learned that their opinions are not important and that they have to 
find  the  “correct”  answer  instead  of  the  true  answer  is  a  struggle.  However  with  a  partnership  of  
discussion sessions and circus activities young women are taken out of their comfort zones, providing 
them with physical and emotional challenges, which they can conquer with support from their peers. 
In addition, rewarding their honesty and courage with attention and reflection and responding to 
their needs instead of developing pre-determined curricula, has resulted in the encouragement of 
great young women leaders and innovators. 
 
This paper will be presented by both program facilitators with an emphasis on how circus activities 
and intellectual challenges are integral to the process of encouraging young women to speak to their 
experiences. There is potential for both performance by speakers, and/or the participation of 
audience members in understanding the nature of the program and how circus and narrative 
discussion creates opportunities for young women to be truly heard. 
 
This is an unusual partnership between a young scientist and circus trainer who have come together 
over the last three years to develop a program which respects, trusts and values the voices of young 
women. 
   
Keywords: case studies, creativity, young people, building futures, participation 
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WORKSHOP 7. YOUTH AND FUTURE WORKING LIFE 

Chairs: 7a. Leena Jokinen, Finland Futures Research Centre, University of Turku 
 7b. Johanna Ollila, Finland Futures Research Centre, University of Turku 
Time:   7a. Thursday 7th June at 11.00-12.00 [Parallel Sessions C] 
            7b. Thursday 7th June at 13.00-14.00 [Parallel Sessions D] 
Venue:  Lecture Room 3 
 
 
7a. Thursday 7th June at 11.00-12.00 
 
 
 
Get a Life! simulation tool of future work life for university students 
 
 
Leena Jokinen 
University of Turku, Finland  
leena.jokinen@utu.fi 
 
Johanna Ollila 
University of Turku, Finland 
johanna.ollila@utu.fi 
 
Mikko Vähätalo 
University of Turku, Finland 
mikko.vahatalo@utu.fi 
 
 
The purpose of the ‘Get a Life’ project is to promote proactive attitudes and futures thinking among 
higher education students. The paper aims to report and discuss the methodological starting points 
using futures simulation tool as well as the socio-dynamic approaches in students' career guidance 
and  management.  ‘Get  a  Life’  project  has  produced  a  web-based  tool  so  that  students  can  reflect  
upon the future of work life and career development. The objective of the tool is to yield safe and 
yet still exciting experience on the future of work. The methods used to produce the content for the 
tool have been mainly scenarios and future workshops. The content production process has involved 
partner companies, students, science fiction writers and the general public. 
 
Theoretical framework underpinning this case study is multidisciplinary and combines critical 
reflective learning, futures thinking, cognition and extends beyond rational decision making. It 
incorporates those issues with simulation as a method of stimulation proactivity and self-efficacy in 
long term career management.  
 
The main design and methodological focus is on simulating very complex phenomena e.g. the work- 
and social life of an individual. Different issues of personal life have been included in various scenario 
paths. One of the focal points is also how to build user-friendly career planning products with futures 
orientation and create content for them and apply how to use futures studies and simulations as tools 
for reflective learning and self-assessment. 
 
The study highlights the need for long-term perspective, need based approach and context specific 
practices  in  student  guidance.  It  will  explore  possibilities  of  stimulation  learning  in  the  context  of  
future career planning and management. Simulating future events in the work life of an individual 
offer a rich and fruitful basis for independent reflections on one’s own decision-making patterns and 
development of active and responsible attitudes towards the future.  
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The presentation includes a PowerPoint presentation and a demonstration of the virtual simulation 
(internet connection preferred). 
 
Keywords: young people and work, future work life, proactive attitudes, simulation method, creating 
the future, case study, career guidance in higher education 
 

… 
 
 
Diverse English Further Education students engaging with their future 
 
 
Lukas Ertl 
Institute of Education, Marie Curie EDUWEL Initial Training Network 
l.ertl@ioe.ac.uk 
 
 
Some of the present literature (Hodkinson et al., 1996; Skeggs, 1997; Reay et al., 2002; Thomson et 
al., 2002; Archer et al., 2010) on aspirations heavily criticised “individualistic” notions of aspirations 
that  were  brought  into  the  debate  about  educational  failure  in  English  policy  debates.  Instead  
research suggests that students “learn their place” (Archer at al., 2010) and form their aspirations in 
the “thick of social life” (Appadurai, 2004). At the same time the objects of research, people from 
disadvantage backgrounds that are often depicted as lacking aspirations, expressed aspirations that 
were described as “high” and “respectable”. One interpretation sees respectable aspirations as a 
response to the risk of being excluded or classified as inferior (cf. Skeggs, 1997) but it also seems not 
very  surprising  that  nobody  chooses  to  aspire  for  a  miserable  life.  Using  a  capability  approach  
perspective as pioneered by Amartya Sen and Martha Nussbaum I want to push our understanding of 
aspirations more fully. Beyond criticising the rhetoric around aspirations as individual attributes on 
the basis that aspirations are structured by social inequalities I want to use a normative framework to 
show  that  the  question  of  how  the  process  of  engaging  with  our  futures  is  important  for  the  FE  
students and of broader concern for a learning culture that ought to enhance the opportunities of its 
members.  To  do  so,  I  conceptualise  aspirations  according  to  the  two “architectonical  capabilities”  
“practical reason” and “affiliations” (Nussbaum, 2011) which are concerned with the planning of 
one’s life towards and the conception of a good as well as the ways how we are treating and treated 
by  others,  our  relations  with  individuals  as  well  as  institutions.  I  attempt  to  answer  my  research  
question which aspirations regarding the labour market and education are mentioned by young men 
and women in FE and how they are expressed, negotiated and reflected on differently in relation to 
and  structured  by  their  social  interactions.  For  that  reason  I  conducted  12  problem-centred  
interviews with FE students (spring 2011) and will interview the same students again (in spring 2012) 
using a case-study approach to be able to interpret the reasons why students decide to take part in a 
FE course and how they express, negotiate and reflect on their futures in relation to the subjective 
constraints and opportunities that are evident to them. 
 
Form of presentation: 
Power point presentation of this paper and its theoretical framework and open discussion of some of 
my interpretation of the students’ expressions of their aspirations using some of the distributed data 
material. 
 
Keywords: Lifelong learning, Capability Approach, Aspirations, Diversity 
 
 

… 
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How  youth  engage  in  their  futures“  transitions  from  school  to  work  of  “vulnerable”  
youth as personal engagements and disengagements with one`s own future 
 
 
Stephan Dahmen  
Marie-Curie research fellow - ITN EDUWEL "education as welfare" 
HES-SO - University of Applied Sciences Western  Switzerland,  école d`études sociale et 
pédagogiques, Center for the Study of Capabilities in Social and Health Services (CESCAP) 
chemin des abeilles, Lausanne 
stephan.dahmen@eesp.ch, stephan.dahmen@googlemail.com 
 
 
The youth moratorium, as a socio-historically structured life-course phase is traditionally 
characterized  by  the  exemption  from the  necessity  for  wage-labour  for  the  purpose  of  education,  
from responsibility from the future and the focus on present-related activities. On the other side, the 
youth phase has always been, and is under current societal transformations increasingly becoming a 
space  in  which  young  people  are  called  to  construct  their  future   as  individual  self-projects.  They  
face important choices regarding their career, they define who they want to be in the future, try to 
give  direction  over  their  lives  and  try  to  realize  their  wishes  and  aspirations  under  sometimes  not  
always favorable economic and personal conditions. The process of  transition from school to work 
(and  from  youth  to  adulthood)  can  be  conceived,  from  the  subjective  perspective  of  the  young  
people, as a process of engagement in a biographical project going hand in hand  with, a detachment 
from familiar  attachements   towards  the  public  sphere  and  from the  present  towards  a  temporally  
elongated  personal  perspective.  Using  “everyday  time  as  an  essential  tool  for  realizing  future  
projects”  (Leccardi  2005)  becomes  crucial,  while  the  conditions  for  doing  so  are  seldom matched,  
especially for young people in vulnerable positions and with low labour-market prospects. This paper 
is based on a project which applies the capability approach for analyzing the pathways from school to 
work of school leavers with no or with low school certificates in Switzerland trough combining it with 
biographical- narrative research methods. It focusses on the biographical reasoning and life-planning 
processes that young people, facing restricted labour-market opportunities undergo in their 
transition  to  work.  During  these  transitions,  young  people  have  to  develop  subjectively  (and  
structurally) viable life-plans, have to balance own hopes, aspirations and wishes connected to their 
adult life and their profession with what is structurally possible and available.  In this process, own 
aspirations, expectations and life-projects are constantly confronted with with selection criteria and 
accessible job-offers, but also have to be reformulated, aligned and balanced with expectations from 
parents, teachers and peers. The term engagements with one`s future points to the different 
postures and strategies young people adopt towards institutional demands, the opportunity structure 
they are confronted with and their own life-world relevancies. Engagements in one`s future are 
analyzed as a narrative imagination of possible future selves, informed by the past, by the present 
situation, and oriented to the future (see Emirbayer and Mische, 1998, Mische 2005) in which actors 
develop, drawing from their experiences, self-interpretations that allow them to engage in a critical 
reflection  of  their  lives  and  develop  action  plans  towards  the  future  (  e.g.Archer  2007)  This  paper  
will describe these processes in order to shed more light on the processes trough which young people 
find (or not) biographically meaningful pathways, how the formation of aspirations is intertwined 
with different social and institutional contexts, biographical constellations and with what young 
people have reason to value. After having presented first results of the research project, the paper 
will describe the “social embeddedness” of these processes in different relational, experiential and 
cultural supports, on the added value the perspective proposed offers to contemporary approaches to 
youth  studies,  and  finally  draw  conclusions  on  what  it  means  “to  be  young”  in  times  of  rapid  
economic and social transformation. 
 
Keywords: Youth and the future; transitions to work; biographical perpectives on future; building the 
future 
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7b. Thursday 7th June at 13.00-14.00 
 
 
From politics to pleasure and protest: what does the future hold in the political arena, 
given the alleged growing “youth de-politisation” today? 
 
 
Thaddeus C. Ndukwe  (M.Soc.Sc) 
University of Jyväskylä, 
ctndukwe@hotmail.com  
 
 
Young  people’s  manner  of  participation  in  the  political  process  has  been  an  object  of  concern  and  
debate among political scientists and youth researchers for some time now. Research-based evidence 
has,  for  instance,  shown that  most  youth  today  are  not  interested  in  politics.  This  trend  has  been  
described by some researchers as “youth de-politisation”. For example, their membership in political 
parties has declined rapidly over the years. They now find comfort in pleasure and protests, which 
often  do  not  lead  them  to  essential  positions  in  political  governance.  The  Arab  Spring  as  well  as  
strong youth-filled protests in Greece and Spain last year are good examples. Some researchers have 
thus described the modern youth as a ‘protest generation’ in contrast to the ‘political generation’ of 
their parents/grandparents. This could have crucial political implications in the future, more so 
because  a  large  proportion  of  the  world’s  population  is  made  up  of  young  people  as  the  UN  has  
documented. This paper thus seeks to examine these future political implications (which have 
received little attention from researchers) from two theoretical perspectives: political science and 
youth  studies.  Questions  as  to  whether  this  alleged  growing  youth  de-politization  is  jeopardizing,  
already jeopardized or will jeopardize future democracy (especially from competent political 
leadership  standpoint),  or  whether  it  is  merely  a  replacement  of  traditional/institutional  forms  of  
politics by young people with new patterns of expression and participation (which some researchers 
term ‘juventization’) owing to globalization will be critically examined. The cause(s) of this shift to 
unconventional  method  also  would  be  looked  into.  If  accepted,  the  paper  will  be  presented  in  the  
form of reading to the audience, which can be done in 10-15 minutes, before fielding questions.  
 
Keywords: youth, political participation, juventization, de-politisation, future implications. 
 

… 
 
 
The Role and Participation of Young Entrepreneur 
 
 
Friska Panjaitan & Karmaya J. Ismuningsih 
University of Indonesia 
friskamagdalena@hotmail.com 
 
 
Globalization has encouraged every country to compete in various fields. This became a challenge for 
every county to be able to survive in the international world. To face these challenges, the role of 
each human resource is needed.  High quality of human resources may strengthen the role of country 
in the international world. To obtain these necessary human resources, learning and improvement of 
moral lesson from an early age is needed. The role of youth is certainly essential because the future 
of every nation depends on the youth. Good character will be a fundamental resource for youth to 
enhance the competitiveness of each country. Supported by these resources, entrepreneurship will 
be a good object to increase competitiveness in the globalization era.  
 
The  role  of  entrepreneurship  in  the  economy of  every  nation  is  increasing.  It  relates  with  the  fact  
that most of the promoter of change, innovation, and progress of the nation are the entrepreneurs. 
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Without entrepreneurship in a nation, all potential, energy resources, and abundant mineral 
commodities cannot be fully utilized for the prosperity of people. 
The number of entrepreneurs in Indonesia is still relatively small. The proportion is only about 0.24% 
of the total population, while the ideal number of entrepreneurs to develop a country’s economy is 
at least 2% of the total population. Therefore, the participation of youth as a pillar in advancing the 
non-optimal economy is still required. 
 
This problem can be overcome by increasing youth participation through entrepreneurship. It can be 
achieved  by  performing  a  solution-based  program,  a  program  called  "University  Student  
Entrepreneur". This program can be implemented by each university, which is funding and mentoring 
the  students  who  are  applying  for  a  viable  business  or  a  business  that’s  already  running.   This  
program  is  intended  for  educated  students  with  the  expectations  that  funded  business  is  a  well-
planned business and can continue to operate in the long run. In addition, it is expected that the 
students can create jobs on their own and not depend on existing job. 
 
If accepted, our paper will be presented with a video and power point that showing the condition of 
Indonesia which is lack of young entrepreneur participation. 
 
Keywords: future, nation, entrepreneur, youth, Indonesia 
 

… 
 
 
What the streets live on - about the Outraged Movement in terms of performative 
studies 
 
 
Wojciech Kowalczyk 
Culture Studies Institute  
Adam Mickiewicz University in Pozna  / Poland 
wpkowalczyk@o2.pl 
 
For  some time now we have  been  constantly  informed of  another  wave  of  protests.  What  induces  
people to take to the streets? What do they protest against? In my speech I would like to deal with 
the phenomenon which the media called "the Outraged Movement", using the performative studies' 
tools.  
 
I  will  focus  mostly  on  the  structure  of  the  movement  and  the  fact  that  it  encompassed  nearly  the  
whole world at the same time. People took to the streets to express their opinion and make others 
aware  of  their  role  in  creation  of  the  world.  It  is  fascinating  that  the  movement  concentrated  in  
numerous  epicenters.  People  in  New  York,  Madrid,  London,  Paris,  Rome,  Athens,  Tel  Aviv,  Cairo,  
Tunis, Damascus and many other places all over the world went out, or maybe more accurate would 
be ran out, into the streets nearly at the same time. Global protest became a fact. 
 
Theoretical foundation derived from the concepts presented by Michel Foucault, Zygmunt Bauman, 
Benjamin  Barber  or  George  Ritzer  will  allow  me  to  conduct  a  performative  analysis  of  such  
phenomena of the Outraged Movement like, for example, banners carried by the participants, which 
pose as a unique stage-design, sounds and noise accompanying the protests, which can be regarded 
as an equivalent of a script in the theater, or the pattern of interaction between the participants, 
which  in  a  theatrical  perspective  constitutes  a  crucial  moment  of  the  connection  between  the  
participants of the event. 
 
I  intend  to  depict  the  Outraged  Movement  as  an  autonomous  occurrence  with  its  own  distinctive  
script that corresponds to the long tradition of protests spontaneously sweeping through the streets, 
which showed numerous traits of carnavalization, such as for example protests in Gda sk Shipyard, 
Serbian protest against rigged election in 1996, Rose revolution in Georgia or Orange Revolution in 
Ukraine. 
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WORKSHOP 8. YOUTH AND THE FUTURE 
ENVIRONMENT 

Chair: Ira Ahokas, Finland Futures Research Centre, University of Turku 
Time:   Thursday 7th June at 11.00-12.00 [Parallel Sessions C] 
Venue:  Lecture Room 2 
 
 
Future  scenarios  for  today´s  youth  in  the  world  of  changing  consumption  and  growth:  
limits and solutions. 
 
 
Tarja Meristö, Jyrki Kettunen and Susanna Kivelä                                                                                                 
tarja.meristo@laurea.fi 
 
 
The aim of this paper is to describe the concept of the sustainable living in the future as the youth 
see it today. The background to the paper lies on one hand in social sciences and consumer behavior 
and on the other hand in economics and business administration as well as in environmental 
economics.  
 
The framework for the study consists of the set scenarios for sustainable community to the year 2025 
prepared as a facilitated participatory process together with actors in Finland from public sector at 
national and local level, from companies operating in domestic and international market as well as 
futures researchers and finally participants from NGOs and individual citizens. This part of the 
scenario framework was done in a joint research project 2010-2011.  
The  second  part  of  the  work  is  focusing  on  the  youth  and  their  changing  role  as  consumers  and  
citizens  as  well  as  their  attitudes  and  values  e.g.  to  the  work  and  its  role  in  their  life.  This  part  
consists  of  the  survey  among  selected  students  from the  universities  of  applied  sciences  in  Finland  
from the beginning of the year 2012. The survey results are presented as clusters related (or not) to 
the framework scenarios of sustainable community. As a result of the paper also the methodological 
conclusions are presented.  
 
The  ideal  outline  for  the  presentation  in  the  conference  is  a  workshop,  i.e.  there  will  be  a  short  
introduction to the framework and to the survey results and then a facilitated session based on key 
elements in smaller groups. The presenters of the paper would act as facilitators, too. Also, some of 
the students attending the survey in 2012 could participate as group members in this session.  
 
Keywords: changing consumption & citizenship, social entrepreneurship, future scenarios, green 
growth, limits to growth 

… 
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The young as powerful and responsible leaders: creating a genuinely sustainable future 
 
 
Tarja Ketola 
School of Economics, University of Turku, Finland 
tarja.ketola@utu.fi 
 
 
The currently middle-aged generation has failed to deliver the sustainable development expected 25 
years ago by Our Common Future, report of the United Nations’ World Commission on Environment 
and  Development.  Failures  in  all  areas  of  sustainable  development  –  economic,  social,  cultural  and  
environmental  –  have  led  to  Our  Common Failure,  globally.  Small  successes  somewhere  have  been  
overshadowed by catastrophes elsewhere. 
In  addition  to  continuous  economic  crises,  corruption  is  rife  all  over  the  world,  even  in  the  
Transparency International’s least corrupted countries where old boy networks rule while in worst 
corrupted countries citizens have to pay bribes to the doctors of public health services in order to get 
treatment for their children. Socially, at this rate the Millennium Development Goals of poverty and 
hunger elimination, universal education, gender equality and child health will not be reached by 
2015;  polarization  between  the  extremely  rich  and  the  extremely  poor  is  heightening  both  in  
developed and developing countries; and the steepening or re-appearing class divisions are corroding 
hopes for global democracy. Cultural minorities are persecuted in most countries by majorities and 
authorities,  and  by  mineral,  farming  and  forest  corporations  that  desire  their  traditional  lands,  
leaving indigenous peoples landless, homeless, unemployed and, sometimes, dead. Irresponsible 
industry, uncaring institutions and reckless individuals favour oil, gas, coal and nuclear power over 
solar, wind, wave and tidal energy, thereby intensifying environmental pollution and exacerbating 
anthropogenic climate change, leading to increasingly frequent severe extreme weather conditions – 
storms, floods and draughts – which inflict grave damage to humans and nature. 
 
These examples represent only a fraction of the disasters and suffering Our Common Failure to live 
sustainably is causing. Greed and selfishness prevent individual, organizational, national, regional 
and global sustainability initiatives from succeeding. Based on hard facts the young cannot trust the 
current middle-aged to change the course but need to take over the reins of responsible leadership 
towards genuinely sustainable development. 
 
This paper presents a responsible leadership model that the young can apply individually, 
organizationally, nationally, regionally and globally to turn the unsustainable Our Common Failure 
into a sustainable Our Common Future. The model helps (a) to find novel solutions through creativity 
and  lessons  learnt  from  past  mistakes,  and  (b)  to  execute  them  through  powerful,  responsible  
leadership. 
 
Keywords: creativity, future, power, sustainability, young 
 

… 
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Work and skills in the environmental sector in 2025 
 
 
Ira Ahokas  
Project manager in Finland Futures Research Centre at the University of Turku, Finland 
ira.ahokas@utu.fi 
 
Kati Ludgren  
Project manager at SYKLI Environmental School of Finland 
kati.lundgren@sykli.fi 
 
 
This article describes about a foresight project Ympäristöosaajat2025 that aims at finding what kind 
of know-how and skills will be needed in the environmental and energy sectors in Finland in 2025. 
The focus is mainly on know-how needed in the traditional environmental sector, but emerging needs 
in  other  sectors  are  also  included  as  there  is  no  official  classification  of  the  sector.  The  foresight  
methods used in the project were a two rounded Delphi study, scenario planning and workshops for 
the interest groups. 
 
This article presents preliminary results of the study. Results of the project will be presented in the 
form of scenarios. The scenarios describe what kind of environmental know-how and skills are needed 
in different scenarios of possible futures. The scenarios also describe new profiles of environmental 
professionals identified by the Delphi study experts.  These identified new environmental 
professional profiles are: Super Professionals, Innovators (system level and technology solutions), 
Appliers, Practical Experts and Field Workers.  
The results also show what kind of core know-how is needed in the future. For instance the 
significance of energy and material efficiency is strongly emphasized in every scenario. Second core 
know-how that is significant in every scenario is energy efficiency. Third important finding was that 
in  2025  environmental  knowledge  and  skills  should  be  a  part  of  every  profession.   Also  ecosystem 
knowledge  will  be  needed  in  2025,  since  Finland  was  seen  to  proceed  into  bio-economy  in  few  
decades by Delphi study panelists. The panelist also identified that significant core know-how will be 
knowledge and understanding of different steering mechanisms to control consumers´ behavior, 
because there is a clear trend form production control into consumption control. 
 
Conclusions are that the results involve many challenges related to education. One challenge is that 
how to integrate environmental issues into all professions and education. Another big challenge is 
that environmental experts should be more interdisciplinary that today. Third challenge is that many 
environmental professionals need more practical orientation in their education. All these challenges 
will be presented in workshops for education providers and the results will be used by for instance 
education administrative and education providers in the planning and developing of education for 
young people.  
 
Presentation Outline 
The presentation will be a PowerPoint presentation aiming to use many pictures to describe different 
scenarios of the careers and skills profiles of environmental experts in 2025. The pictures give better 
understanding of how a normal working day of a Finnish environmental expert looks like in different 
scenarios. This helps the audience to get an overview of how to develop education for young people. 
 

… 
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WORKSHOP 9. YOUTH AND IDENTITY 

Chair:  9a. Katriina Siivonen, Åbo Academi University 
 9b. Elsa Ervasti & Helena Oikarinen-Jabai, Aalto University 
 9c. Elsa Ervasti & Kristiina Soini-Salomaa, University of Helsinki 
Time:   9a. Wednesday 6th June at 16.15-17.15 [Parallel Sessions B] 
            9b. Thursday 7th June at 11.00-12.00 [Parallel Sessions C] 
            9c. Thursday 7th June at 13.00-14.00 [Parallel Session D] 
Venue:  Lecture Room 4  
 
 
9a. Wednesday 6th June at 16.15-17.15 
 
 
DYNAMICS OF IDENTITIES: How identities build the future of young people 
 
 
Katriina Siivonen  
PhD, Docent, Research Director, Åbo Academi University, Finland 
katriina.siivonen@abo.fi 
 
 
The  core  of  global  transition  in  our  time is  considered  to  be  cultural  change.  Firstly,  the  essential  
point is transition from intended uniformity of industrial time to creative individuality and cultural 
heterogeneity at the current time and in the future. This is visible in everyday life, but also through 
other changes, such as in economic and administrative activities and structures. Secondly, an 
essential element in global transition is dematerialisation of the economy and society. Increasingly, 
part of production and consumption will become intangible items, and material part of the value of 
products  will  decrease  proportionally.  This  will  increase  the  value  of  symbols  in  culture.  Thirdly,  
cultural change consists of networks which connect local and global elements to each other and, 
thus, to more and more multidimensional and dynamic social structures. 
 
All  of  these  phenomena  have  an  impact  to  the  identities  and  identification  processes  of  young  
people, as well as to their possibilities to find their position in the society as adults. It seems that 
there is a need for dynamic elements in the process of identifications in the rapidly changing world. 
 
Identities  are,  firstly,  a  feeling  of  being  one  self.  This  feeling  forms  the  basis  for  identification.  
Secondly, identities exist as silent knowledge and habits in the interactive process of identification in 
relationship to one’s own social, cultural and physical environment including other people and 
communities.  On  this  level  they  are  not  conscious  as  identities.  Thirdly,  identities  are  the  
consciousness of symbolical distinctiveness in relation to something, which seems to be different. I 
will  argue  that  the  dynamic  elements  of  identities  grow  up  from  the  first  and  second  levels  of  
identities.  It  is  possible  to  strengthen  the  dynamics  of  identities  especially  on  these  levels  with  
making art. 
 
I  will  have  empirical  examples  from  the  project  ‘Storm’.  It  was  a  Finnish  national  project  where  
artistic  activities  were  considered  as  a  source  for  empowerment  for  especially  marginalized  young  
people. 
 
In  my  presentation  I  will  give  the  audience  some  small  participatory  tasks  for  to  imagine  the  
dynamics of identities. 
 

… 
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Recognising New Criteria for Adulthood 
 
 
Aurélie Mary 
School of Social Sciences and Humanities University of Tampere, Finland 
aurelie.mary@uta.fi 
 
 
Many youth experts highlight the phenomenon of youth prolongation in most advanced societies. 
Compared to the generations born after the Second World War, many young people today fulfil the 
classic  qualifiers  of  adulthood  at  a  later  age.  They  thus  get  a  permanent  working  position,  reach  
financial  independence,  move  out  of  the  parental  home,  settle  down  with  a  partner,  and  have  
children later than their parents did. Consequently, their social status is ambiguous; that of being 
neither adolescents nor adults. 
 
However, in my recent comparative research conducted among young Finnish and French female 
students, new criteria for adulthood emerged. Youth experts essentially measure adulthood with 
qualifiers that are in fact social markers. The respondents in my study pointed out that their parents 
might  have  been  ‘social’  adults  at  an  earlier  age,  but  not  necessarily  ‘mental’  adults.  They  
emphasised the subjective side of adulthood, mainly the ability of being mature and responsible. 
 
The current concept of adulthood became standardised in the 1960s, when the majority of youths 
fulfilled the traditional markers of adulthood at an accelerated and linear pace. Nonetheless, 
advanced societies experienced a phase of unprecedented socio-economic prosperity after the 
Second World War, which allowed young people to become adults earlier. In opposite, today’s youths 
experience the consequences of economic downturn and restructuring. They have great difficulties 
integrating the labour market, which hinders their possibilities of attaining an autonomous status, 
and starting a family.  
 
The phenomenon of youth prolongation might be a misconception caused by an outdated social 
concept and expectations. The classic definition of adulthood is eroding in the eyes of many young 
people,  who  focus  on  the  subjective  side  of  adulthood  rather  than  social  markers.  Yet,  this  aspect  
lacks recognition. Acknowledging new routes of transition that correspond to young people today, in 
accordance  to  the  present  societal  framework,  would  allow a  better  recognition  of  young  people’s  
abilities and position within society.  
 
My  presentation  is  based  on  the  paper  outline.  First,  it  discusses  young  Finnish  and  French  female  
students’  perception  of  the  concept  of  adulthood  and  subjective  adulthood.  Secondly,  it  examines  
the traditional patterns of transition and their increasing irrelevance today. Finally, the paper 
proposes a new approach to the concept of adulthood, in accordance to young people’s perceptions 
and possibilities of integration in society. 
 

… 
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9b. Thursday 7th June at 11.00-12.00 
 
 
Youth performing their everyday encounters and belongings 

 
 

Helena Oikarinen-Jabai  
DA, FL, Master of Psychology, Researcher, Aalto University, School of Art and Design, Art 
Department, Finland 
helena.oikarinen-jabai@aalto.fi 

 
 

In my presentation I will discuss about my present participatory research project and show some 
of  the  material  produced  by  the  contributing  youth.   I  will  argue  that  participatory  research  
methods help researchers to be involved within the transformative process that youth create 
when negotiating their spaces and belongings. This provides means to understand the perspectives 
of youth and their future horizons. Also, within the projects that offer a possibility for youth to 
produce research material themselves, they get a chance to be active citizens and agents of their 
own concerns.   

I have collected my data in the workshops I have organized together with photographers and art 
educators in several youth centers and schools of Helsinki during 2010-2012.  In these workshops 
youth have been creating material; photos, videos and recordings.  Based on the material we have 
produced and will producer productions and exhibitions.    

My Helsinki -exhibition was shown in Library 10 at down town of Helsinki 21.12.2010-21.1.2011. It 
included photos and video made by several youth with Somali background.  With the same group I 
also made a radio program and a book based on the stories and photos of the participating youth 
is  on  progress.   The  exhibition  will  be  presented  again  in  this  year  in  February  27  -March  13  at  
Stoa, the Cultural Centre of Eastern Helsinki.  

In April 2012 I will organize together with Finnish Museum of Photography, several art teachers, 
photographers  and  youth  from  different  parts  of  Helsinki  a  photo  and  video  exhibition  called  
Young Helsinki. This exhibition will be presented at the Finnish Museum of Photography (Process 
Hall) as part of Urban Helsinki 2012 Photography Festival.   

In my presentation I will refer to materials exposed in the exhibitions mentioned above.   
 

… 
 
 
The Role of Welfare Institutions and the Voices of the Youth in Transition from School to 
Work  
Project: Marie Curie EDUWEL Initial Training Network (ITN) 

 
Virva Leppänen 
University of Applied Sciences, Western Switzerland (HES-SO) 
virva.leppanen@eesp.ch 
 
With this paper, I outline the fragile position of young people in transition from school to work and 
the  role  of  welfare  institutions  in  this  transition  phase.  In  post-modern  society  the  welfare  
institutions play an increasingly crucial role in providing opportunities for employment and 
integration of the youth and thus for the construction of secure futures (Giddens 1991; Beck 1992.) 
However,  they  also  close  up  some  opportunities  from  others  and  create  injustice  by  failing  to  
consider  the  impact  of  certain  social  policies  on  the  actual  wellbeing  of  the  unemployed.  Strictly  
employability  –  based  (e.g.  Borghi  and  Berkel  2007;  Pohl  and  Walther  2007)  Active  Labor  Market  
Policies (ALMP) are promoting low cost fast integration into the labor market and may thus provide 
unsustainable and short-sighted solutions for youth unemployment. One of my main aims is then to 
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bring  forward  what  aspects  of  these  social  policies  are  less  sustainable  for  the  future  wellbeing  of  
unemployed youth. 
 
I will scrutinize these policies through the evaluative frame of the capability approach outlining the 
importance of combining individual and structural factors in the evaluation process. The focus is on 
actual  freedom of  the  individual  to  choose  the  way  of  life  one  has  reason  to  value  (Sen  1999)  and  
thus their opportunities to reflect upon future employment with capabilities and wellbeing in mind. A 
special  focus  will  be  on  capability  for  voice  as  "the  ability  to  express  one’s  opinions  and  to  make  
them count in the course of public discussion" (Bonvin and Thelen 2003). Inclusion of the voices of 
the  individuals  in  the  design  and  evaluation  of  social  policies,  I  argue,  advances  democracy  and  
enables the design of more inclusive, empowering social policies with sensitiveness to individual 
differences and wellbeing.  
 
I will start the presentation by introducing myself and the project I am involved with. After outlining 
the structure of the presentation, I will give an overall sociological point-of-view on the implications 
of post-modern society to today's transitions and future prospects. I will then move on to explain the 
social  policy  development  by  ALMPs  and  their  implications  for  the  wellbeing  of  the  youth  with  a  
reference to the capability approach, which will be shortly introduced. The capability for voice will 
be introduced as a crucial tool in developing sustainable policies by inclusion of individual voices in 
policy design. I will then describe my methodological framework consisting of qualitative interviews 
with  participants  and  professionals  in  a  labor  market  measure  in  Switzerland  and  the  preliminary  
results of my research project. 
 
Keywords: Participation, Individuality, Social exclusion, New social responsibility, Commitment to 
organizations 
 

… 
 
 
9c. Thursday 7th June at 13.00-14.00 
 
 
 
Careers of Craft and Design in the Future – a local craftsman or a global design 
journeyman? 
 
 
M. Ed. Kristiina Soini-Salomaa 
University of Helsinki, Palmenia Centre for Continuing Education, Finland 
kristiina.soini-salomaa@helsinki.fi  
 
 
This study focussed on alternative images of the future of craft and design professions. The images of 
future were examined with various methods, such as expert interviews, future workshops, future 
storytelling and the Delphi. The data was collected from different perspectives interviewing experts 
in creative industries (N=3), in workshop with experienced entrepreneurs (N=20), collecting the 
visions of the students in vocational, polytechnic and university levels (N=72) and carrying out the 
three round Delphi expert panel (N avg. = 37).  Alternative images of the future were explored from 
four viewpoints: operational environment, professional key competences, operational model, and 
professional identity. The students’ narratives were reflected on perceptions of experts.    
 
Following the ongoing transformation of the creative and culture industries, persons in the fields of 
craft  and  design  are  looking  for  new  career  building  opportunities.  The  growth  of  the  experience  
economy, as well as well-being and leisure services, are engendering new customer needs. The craft 
and design communities require new partners, networks and innovative professional models, in order 
to respond to these future needs. Further, the transition from a product-oriented model to process-
oriented and user- inspired models will require novel professional skills and new working practices. 
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Also the global ecological situation has a strong effect on production and consumption. These 
apparent changes inevitably re-shape the craft and design professionalism.  
 
The main question is how the education of craft and design facilitates the creation of the next 
generations’ craftsmanship. The results challenge educators to pay much more attention to the issue 
of future orientation as well as to changes in the operational environment and operational models. 
The  essential  factors  are  the  actors’  own decisions  and  ability  with  respect  to  responding  to  rapid  
change. In design education, it should be invested in more active career building.  
 
The  results  of  the  study  will  be  opened  from  the  four  viewpoints:  operational  environment,  
professional key competences, operational model, and professional identity. Four alternative 
scenarios of the professional future are constructed with the following dimensions: the speed of 
change in society and the global sustainability and responsibility.  
 
Keywords: images of the future, craft, design, entrepreneurship, competence, design education 
 

… 
 
 
FUTURES OF YOUTH: How Real is the Independence of the Youth 
 
 
Atrayee Saha 
Final Year Post-graduation student in Department of Sociology, Delhi School of Economics, University 
of Delhi, India 
atrayee.dse@gmail.com  
 
 
The present study on Futures of Youth: How Real is the Independence of the Youth shows how the youth and 
their behavior is embedded in the social and the cultural system whose norms and regulations have an impact 
on blending the future of the youth. The study shows as against the belief of the older generation the youth 
faces many constraints which limit their capacities and play an important role in shaping their future. Their 
marriage  choices  are  depended on  the  fact  that  inter-caste  marriage  is  not  allowed.  Again  their  choice  of  
career depends on the employment opportunity in certain profession. 
 
The  study  provides  a  model  of  independence  of  the  youth  built  on  dimensions  namely,  career  
dimension, economic dimension,  family dimension, social dimension, marriage dimension, religious 
dimension, individualistic dimension and political dimension. These dimensions work on three 
variables. The  independence variable shows the level of freedom enjoyed by the youth to make their 
choices,  the  individualism variable  shows  that  youth  are  influenced  by  external  factors  to  make  a  
decision and satisfaction variable shows the level of satisfaction gained from taking such decisions. 
The face-to-face field interview and case studies of forty individuals in a metropolitan city in India 
from different occupational, social, economical, cultural, political and religious background has 
shown how the attitude of the youth is determined by the social institutions like the caste group that 
one belongs to in case of marriage or the norms of one’s religion to be followed in terms of avoidance 
of  certain  practices  like  eating  beef  by  a  Hindu.  The  paper  also  shows  the  gender  difference  in  
attitude and decision making capacities. Even their attitude towards voting and choosing political 
parties  depends  on  the  social  circumstance.  The  future  of  youth  gets  typically  enmeshed  in  these  
social institutions. 
 
The paper shows that the natural inclinations and capacities of the youth get subordinated under the 
dominant cultural norms and social constraints. The youth accepts this dominance and tries to adapt 
themselves  in  the  socio-cultural  pattern  to  which  they  belong.  They  execute  various  adaptive  
measures in their everyday lives in order to cope up with the various rules and regulations and also to 
be competitive and challenging at par with the demand of the time. The paper thus critically looks 
into the various factors that shape the future of the youth and how the youth are responsibilities to 
fulfill targets and act as productive forces of the society.  
 
Keywords: Youth; future; independence; case studies; society 
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WORKSHOP 10: YOUTH AND THE FUTURE -DRAMA 
WORKSHOP 

Time:   Wednesday 6th June at 14.45-15.45 [Parallel Sessions A] 
Venue:  Lecture Room 4  
  
 
 
Elsa Ervasti 
Drama Instructor, Fasilitator in Forum-Theatre 
elsa.ervasti@gmail.com  
 
 
Theatre based methods in education, work and research 
 

 interactive forms of theatre that encourages dealing with problems 
 holistic perspectives 
 working with future images 
 roles and identities 
 creativity and dialogueskills 
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